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Basement ..................................... Exhibitions
Ground Floor ................................. Social Enterprise Market
1st Floor ....................................... Co-Working Space
2nd Floor ...................................... Liveable Cities: An Interactive Exhibition
3rd Floor ....................................... Rooftop Theatre Lounge
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Many thanks to all our partners
**Road to Nationhood – Journey to Independence**
Special appearance by Director, Ahmad Yazid

A two-hour historical documentary film that traces Malaya’s journey to gain independence and formation of Malaysia which features unseen archive photographs and footage from the past, relived through advanced and cutting edge visual effects. The documentary’s main focus is to account untold stories of the founding fathers such as Tunku Abdul Rahman Putra, Tun Tan Cheng Lock, Tun H.S Lee and Dato Sri Onn bin Ja’afar as told by close associates, family, friends and historians. The documentary film chronicles the period from 1941 to 1957.

**Road to Nationhood — Formation of Malaysia**
Special appearance by Director, Ahmad Yazid

Road to Nationhood: Formation of Malaysia features untold political and economic struggles of the founding fathers of Malaysia between the period 1957 and 1965 through unseen archives and cutting edge visual effects.

**Viral, Sial!**
Special appearance by Producer and Co-Director, Mayang Al-Mokhdar

Viral, Sial! examines the interplay of religious sensitivity, race and gender that created this perfect storm, while also reflecting critically on how the producers dealt with the fallout. How far is too far in a ‘sensitive’ Malaysia?

**Operation Sumatran Rhino**
Special appearance by Executive Producer and Producer, Lydia Lubon

Operation Sumatran Rhino is a wildlife conservation documentary which showcases the Borneo Rhino Alliance (BORA) in their do or die mission to save Malaysia’s critically endangered Sumatran rhino—there are less than 100 of them remaining in the world, with just a few left in Malaysia.

**Selfie with the Prime Minister**
Special appearance by Director, Nor Arlene Tan

Ziaur Rahman, like any other millennials in Malaysia, loves to take selfie and is active on social media. He is a Rohingya refugee who grew up in a refugee camp and was trafficked seven times by human traffickers. In the quest for freedom of his people, he turns to activism. Despite having no rights as a refugee living in Malaysia, he finds an unlikely ally for his cause, the Prime Minister of Malaysia.

**Heart of Taiko**
Special appearance by Executive Producer and Producer, Lydia Lubon

A compelling story of personal transformation of three Malaysian teenagers pushed to their limits in a turbulent quest to reach higher levels of musical artistry, in the birthplace of taiko. This thought provoking documentary offers a rare glimpse into the dedication required by an ancient art form that is the very essence of Japan.
**Talks**

7 Feb
4.30pm – 5.30pm Taylor’s University School of Architecture, Building and Design
Dr Camelia May Li Kusumo
Taylor’s University collaboration with Klang City Rejuvenation team and Think City in a community-driven project that attempt to revitalize the liveability in Royal Town Klang.

6.30pm – 7.30pm The University of Melbourne
Dr Iderina Mateo-Babiano
How can cities achieve access for all? Unpacking the gender dimension in bicycle sharing.

8 Feb
10.30am – 11.30am IBM Malaysia
Get to know AI: An Immersive Experience
Zainal Azman Shaari: Leading the cloud developer team at IBM Malaysia
Cheok Swin Voon: Over 10 years of experience in the IT field
Syabahin Aminn Shaharuddin: His interest in computers was fuelled by his discovery of the Logo programming language at the age of nine.

12.30pm – 1.30pm Lopelab
Singapore Urban Design Festival: From Place-making Initiatives to Urban Design Projects
Lorenzo Arturo Petrillo, a designer and community driver started his career in Italy, designing for esterni (www.esterni.org), a creative agency that develops cultural projects for public spaces (among them, the Public Design Festival).

9 Feb
10.30am – 11.30am Engaging Government and Citizens for Neighbourhood and Walkability Improvements: Lessons from Multilingual and Multiracial Pulau Tikus
Yap Soo Huey
Pulau Tikus was a township in decline in 2013 due to competition from new townships and also the abolishment of Rent Control Act. Four thrusts were developed through stakeholder engagement to revitalise the township.

12.30pm – 1.30pm Project For Public Spaces, New York.
Systemic Change for the New Urban Agenda through Placemaking
Ethan Kent, Senior Vice President, Project for Public Spaces. works to support Placemaking organizations, projects, and leadership around the world to build a global placemaking movement and has traveled to more than 800 cities and 55 countries to advance the cause of public spaces and placemaking.
PK Das, a prolific Mumbai-based architect who takes people and places seriously. He has worked on over 150 diverse projects big and small, from museums to stadiums, offices to residences

**Screenings**

6.30pm – 7.30pm Khind Starfish Foundation
Loh Yit Phing, Corporate Responsibility Manager
Viral, Sial! examines the interplay of religious sensitivity, race and gender that created this volatile tension in Malaysian society.

8.20pm – 10.00pm Operation Sumatran Rhino
Seating for Socializing (SOS) is a temporary urban experiment that Francesco Rossini designed to improve the sociability in Hong Kong’s public spaces.

8.20pm – 10.00pm Heart of Taiko
A compelling story of personal transformation of three Malaysian teenagers pushed to their limits in a turbulent quest to reach higher levels of musical artistry, in the birthplace of taiko. This thought provoking documentary offers a rare glimpse into the dedication required by an ancient art form that is the very essence of Japan.

Special appearance by Executive Producer and Producer, Lydia Lubon

Special appearance by Director, Nor Arlene Tan

9 Feb
2.30pm – 6.30pm Artenergy Innovation Lab
Sam C.S Tan, Group Managing Director of Ken Holding Berhad
Datuk Ir. Azlan Robert Abdullah, Over 35 years of experience in the electricity supply industry in various capacity
Darim Wira Ungku Ashiela Ungku Hamzah, Managing Director of Hallmark Access
This interactive discussion aims to introduce to the communities, various projects that embodies solution-based art practices.

10 Feb
10.30am – 11.30am International Council of Monuments and Sites Malaysia (ICOMOS)
Sheiful Shahidan, Ruins and Fragments: Archaeology in Urban Malaysia
Jeffrey L. Soule, Incentives and Legislative Tools to Leverage Metropolitan Heritage
Sara Mann, Director of the Architecture Design Fashion, British Council
This panel will present some cases and socio-economic tools to leverage metropolitan heritage as a structural tool for reshaping cities and a key aspect of urban sustainability.

12.30pm – 1.30pm The Chinese University of Hong Kong
What is the potential of Im3?
Seating for Socializing (SOS) is a temporary urban experiment that Francesco Rossini designed to improve the sociability in Hong Kong’s public spaces.

4.30pm – 5.30pm The British Council
Jordi Pascual, Founding Coordinator of the Committee on Culture of the World Organisation of United Cities and Local Governments (UCLG)
Nani Kahar, Architect and a partner at labDNA
Sarah Mann, Director of the Architecture Design Fashion, British Council
This session explores questions around the role of arts and culture as a catalyst for change in cities.

5 Feb
2.30pm – 6.30pm Khind Starfish Foundation
Loh Yit Phing, Corporate Responsibility Manager
Underprivileged— it is not a birthright
Voices of the powerful are always the most dominant in communities. Often, the voices of underprivileged individuals or groups are not heard. How can we as a community or a society give voice or empower to those who are the silent majority.
** Talks **

11 Feb

10.30am – 11.30am **Global Platform for the Right to the City and Kota Kita**
Lorena Zárate, President of Habitat International Coalition  
Paulista Surjadi, Communications Coordinator for Kota Kita  
Petra Gimbad, Lecturer in International Studies  
Moderator: Kaori Ota Cabrera, Project Officer for the Right to the City Promotion in Indonesia and Southeast Asia for Kota Kita

** Whose City is it? Reclaiming Citizen’s Collective Right to the City! **
Join your fellow citizens and human rights activists to discuss how the Right to the City has evolved from a critical concept into an international, networked movement that advocates for the right of all inhabitants to 'use, occupy, produce, and enjoy just, inclusive, safe and sustainable cities'.

12.30pm – 1.30pm **The University of Melbourne**
Gini Lee, Landscape architect and interior designer and Professor of Landscape Architecture  
Joanne Taylor, CEO of Place Leaders Asia-Pacific  
Cristina Hernandez Santin, Master of Environment, Melbourne University

** Perspectives from the Placemaking Sandbox Training **
The University of Melbourne will present the results of the Placemaking Sandbox Training Session and will share the voices of the workshop participants as they explored concerns regarding safety, inclusivity and place identity through art.

4.30pm – 5.30pm **AirAsia Foundation**
Raniel Hernandez, AirAsia’s social media expert  
Tan Yew Leong, Renowned Malaysian film maker

** Listen to Me **
How do you use new media to communicate stories of artisans or farmers and connect them with urban consumers?

6.30pm – 7.30pm **Dialogue in the Dark Malaysia**
Stevens Chan Kam Fai, Founder

** Putting a Little Love into your Urban Life **
What is the city like for those without sight? Steven Chan shares his experience of the city he encounters every day. He calls for each of us to put in our 1% and that would be enough to make our public spaces friendlier for the differently-abled community.

12 Feb

12.30pm-1.30pm **Tetra Pak Malaysia**
Terrynz Tan, Environment Director

** Innovating Recycling—Giving New Life to Used Beverage Cartons **
Through recycling, Tetra Pak gives used beverage cartons a new life, protects natural resources and reduces climate impact. They are committed to working with partners to improve recycling infrastructure, finding innovative uses for their recycled cartons and educating consumers on the value of recycling.

5.00pm – 6.00pm **Book Launch—Streetwise Design by Liz Vines**
Renowned Australian conservation architect Liz Vines will talk about her latest book Streetwise Design. This book is a guideline to help preserve traditional character in Asian heritage cities, and will become a useful tool for architects, city planners and developers.

13 Feb

10.30am – 11.30am **UN’s Sustainable Development Solutions Network (SDSN) — Youth Initiative, Local Pathways Fellowship**

** Empowering Youth to Bring about Change: Implementing the New Urban Agenda and Achieving the Sustainable Development Goals **
A showcase of concrete examples of youth-led initiatives for the implementation of the New Urban Agenda in different countries and cities.

12.30pm – 1.30pm **Bayz Parking**
Scott Badger & Sven Janson, Co-founders of Bayz Parking

** Urban Car Parking Mega Trends and the Latest Malaysian-born Solution **
Highlighting commuter traffic trends in Kuala Lumpur and the massive imbalance in parking supply availability created by behavioural choices and regulations. Bayz Parking will introduce and demonstrate one revolutionary new solution to this growing problem.

2.30pm – 3.30pm **GoCar Mobility**
Alan Cheah, CEO of GoCar Mobility

** Alternative Transportation: How It Made Me A Better Person **
The revolution of alternative transportation is finally happening in Malaysia. With the growth of “Sharing Economy” startups, initiatives from government and private sectors, public awareness to sustainable and eco-friendly environment; the urban communities are enabled now to make conscious sustainable choices when it comes to transportation.

4.30pm – 8.00pm **Artnergy Innovation Lab**
Sam C.S Tan  
Datin Wira Ungku Ashiela Ungku Hamsah

This interactive discussion aims to introduce to the communities, various projects that embodies solution-based art practices.

** Talks **

10 Feb and 11 Feb

10.00pm – 12.00am Featuring:  
PrasaBand  
Ingenio  
The Transporter

** Live Performances **

---

** Talks **